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Introduction
Electrolysis propulsion has been recognized over the last several decades as a viable option to meet many satellite and spacecraft propulsion requirements.
This technology, however, was never used for in-space missions. In the same time frame, water based fuel cells have flown in a number of missions. These systems have many components similar to electrolysis propulsion systems. Recent advances in component technology include: lightweight tankage, water vapor feed electrolysis, fuel cell technology, and thrust chamber materials for propulsion. Taken together, these developments make propulsion and/or power using electrolysis/fuel cell technology very attractive as separate or integrated systems. A water electrolysis propulsion testbed was constructed and tested in a joint NASA/Hamilton Standard/Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories program to demonstrate these technology developments for propulsion.
The results from these testbed experiments using a I-N thruster are presented. A concept to integrate a propulsion system and a fuel cell system into a unitized spacecraft propulsion and power system is outlined.
Innovative new systems are being sought to improve mission performance and reduce cost. Electrolysis propulsion, either alone or combined with fuel cell power offers the potential to provide a synergistic power and propulsion system for small spacecraft.
On-board propulsion systems must satisfy a variety of propulsion functions, including orbit insertion, attitude control, station keeping, repositioning, and primary propulsion for planetary spacecraft.
There already exists a number of low thrust propulsion options to carry out these maneuvers.
Cold gas propulsion is commonly used when propulsion requirements are small and where cost and system simplicity are decisive factors. Monopropellant hydrazine (N2I-I4) systems are generally used for orbit insertion of smaller satellites because of its higher specific impulse (Isp) compared to cold gas systems. However, monopropellant systems are more costly and complex than cold gas. Perceived system complexity canbe a major obstacle to in-flightuse.Theaddition of an electrolyzer to thepropulsion system slightly increases complexity overa gaspressurized system. However, thecombination ofatenfold or morereduction in combined propulsion/power system mass over state-of-the-art systems andthe cleanness of propellants can favora more complex system.
Thefull advantage ofelectrolysis propulsion is gainedwhenpossible synergies with other subsystems arerealized. A schematic of such a proposed unitized system is shown in Fig. 1 . Thermocouples and pressure transducers at selected locations near theelectrolysis unit,the storage tanks, andthethruster, wereusedto monitor temperature andpressure conditions. Particle filtersdownstream of thestorage tanks removed particles largerthan15 micronto protect valveseats andinjector ports. Relief valves rated at1.0MPa near theelectrolysis unit protected theunit fromover pressurization inthe case ofcomponent malfunction.
temperature. Alldata were recorded withastandalonedataacquisition system andstored in a personal computer.
In addition to themeasured parameters, some additional quantities were calculated. Propellant flowrates could becalculated fromtheventuri inlet pressures, temperature, and calibration. Both the theoreticaland experimental characteristic velocity C*,which isameasure of combustion efficiency, could bedetermined with standard methods andusing theCEC(chemical equilibrium code) 21for the givenpropellant mixture ratio. TheC* efficiency, defined asthe ratio of experimental versus theoretical characteristic velocity, was also determined. Fig. 6a, b, and Increasing the input power leads to an increase in propellant generation rate. Fig. 7a shows the As was shown in Fig. 6 , a difference exists between power required at 0.6 MPa, and 1.0
MPa. This is displayed in Fig. 7b, which NASA TM-113157 
